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Dear Friends in Teams
It is with some trepidation that we 
write this introduction, as we put 
together articles for this Super Regional 
Newsletter.  Firstly, we have never 
edited a newsletter of any sort in our 
lives, so editing one that is distributed 
to so many people, is a little daunting.
That said, we know that in Teams, we 
give our time for the movement freely 
with whatever few skills we have, and 
that we have the support of you all in our work.  So we will do it to the best 
of our ability and are open to any thoughts and ideas that you may have.
You will notice a few slight differences we have implemented for this copy.  
New Teams are regularly being piloted, so we have tried to include some 
ideas to help people understand the various aspects of the wider Teams 
movement.  Also, we know that even people who have been in Teams for 
many years, can still get confused by terminology such as “Super Region”, 
so we hope that reinforcing and giving explanations of some terms, every 
so often, is useful.
Our vision of this newsletter is that it provides a forum for information both 
from the top down (ERI – the International Leading Team and College) as 
well as bottom up (individual team couples), as well as providing inspiring 
and thought provoking articles.  
Long articles have unfortunately had to be edited.  The full text of edited 
articles are available on the NEW super regional website.  However if you 
do not have access to a computer, we are very happy for you to contact 
us and we can post the full article to you.
We hope that you find this newsletter of use and of interest.

Peter & Di Wordsworth
Super Regional newsletter editors

Letters
From the Editors
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Letters
From the Super Regional Couple

Dear Friends
We hope you will all find something interesting in this issue of the newsletter. 
It has certainly been an interesting year for us, discovering more of the 
diversity of our Super-Region, with our first trip to meet the Teams in 
Malawi, and while we were away managing a few short days to meet the 
Teams in South Africa. There are more details of our trip elsewhere in 
the newsletter, but it was a joy to find that the concept of Teams has 
been adopted with such enthusiasm, with 10 new teams in pilot, and more 
planned. This comes with challenges, not only for couples in Malawi, but for 
the rest of the Super-Region, as the country is very poor, and will continue 
to need financial support for petrol and travel to get to team and sector 
meetings, something we take for granted in the rest of the Super-Region.
Earlier in the year we treated ourselves to a trip to Australia, to see Janet’s 
nephew in Perth, and Antony’s cousin in Wellington, New Zealand, and 
have an excuse to tour around Australia, somewhere we had never been. 
One of the joys of Teams is being 
able to drop in on Teams couples 
we have met before. This time we 
met the Teams couples in New 
Zealand, which, incidentally, were 
started by Peggy Corrigan, from 
North East England, when she 
visited her daughter. The teams 
in New Zealand are still limited 
to one or two parishes, and need 
our prayerful support so that new 
teams may be formed. 
The coming months continue to be a busy time for Teams, with celebrations 
for 30 years of Teams in Trinidad in November, and 50 years of Teams in 
Ireland, in Dublin in August 2014, which will be the occasion of the next 
Super-Regional Gathering.  We hope to see many of you at these events.
Yours in Teams,
Antony & Janet Denman
Super Regional Couple

Janet & Antony with the Adelaide Teams
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Refl ections
‘Oneliness’

During our recent visit to 
Malawi, Antony & Janet 
Denman and I were invited 

to a number of Teams meetings. 
During one welcoming speech, the 
responsible couple used a word to 
express both the experience and 
the purpose of Teams: ‘oneliness’. 
I immediately pricked up my ears. 
Did I hear him right? Was there 
such a word? I’d never heard it 
before. Oneness yes, but not one-
li-ness. The spell check on my 
computer certainly doesn’t seem to 
like it. But on the other hand what 
a beautiful sounding word. It has a 
real resonance, doesn’t it? And the 
more I pondered it, the more it fired 
my imagination. And the more I felt 
it captured exactly what we stand 
for in Teams. When it came to the 
end of the meeting, I suggested 
what a wonderful motto ‘oneliness’ 
might be, not only for that particular 
Team, but for all of us. 

Why?
First of all, because oneliness is the 
nature of God. I’m sure you’ll have 
seen this beautiful icon of the Trinity 

painted by a Russian Orthodox 
monk called Andrei Rublev in the 
15th century. It is inspired by the 
story in the book of Genesis of 
how Abraham entertained three 
strangers who turned out to be 
angels. Those angels are in fact an 

image of the Holy Trinity: Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit. And one of 
the most wonderful things about 
this icon and the way the artist has 

chosen to depict the Persons of 
the Trinity, is that they are sitting 
in a circle. You can draw a perfect 
circumference around them. If you 
take your wedding ring off and 
look at the icon through it you’ll 
see that’s true. That icon is telling 
us loud and clear that oneliness is 
Godliness.
But what makes the icon even 
more powerful for me, is that there 

Editors Note – Canon John Udris 
celebrated Mass at the Southern Regional 
Gathering in October and in his homily 
talked about the word Oneliness. It was 
such an interesting ‘word’ that we asked 
him to write an article about it.

‘it captured exactly what 
we stand for in Teams’

‘onelinesss is Godliness’
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A few days after this word got 
coined, it became a talking point at 
the retreat we took part in by Lake 
Malawi. I suggested maybe it should 
be the title of a new Teams song 
or the slogan on a Teams t-shirt! 
How thrilled I was when, in one of 
the remotest areas, we visited the 
home of a newly-married couple 
who told us they had decided to 
call the house they had moved into 
‘Oneliness.’ And I said to them, ‘You 
know the name of your new home 
is not only the meaning of your 
marriage, but also its mission and 
its purpose.’
Canon John Udris
Super Regional Spiritual Counsellor

seems to be a gap at the bottom 
of the picture for us to take our 
place. In other words the unity that 
the Father and Son and Spirit enjoy 
is something we’ve been invited 
into. Their oneliness is something 
we can take part in and that has 
been opened up for us to enjoy. In 
fact whenever I look at the word 
ONE I see an acronym for ‘Our 
Neverending End’. How to be one is 
what we are here on earth to learn. 
Oneliness is our neverending end. 
It is our destiny and our path to 
that destiny. And for us in Teams, 
our marriages are meant to be the 
sacred path to that end and the 
anticipation of it. Oneliness is the 
specific shape of holiness to which 
married couples are called. 

Refl ections
‘Oneliness’

Editors Note – If you look carefully at the 
contacts list at the back of this newsletter, 
you will see new email addresses for all those 
with responsibility in the Transatlantic Super 
Region.  All emails sent to these addresses 
will be forwarded to the personal email 
address of those responsible.  We have had to 
launch a new website for the Super Region for 
technical reasons.  Please take time to visit 
the website.  It is still a work in progress and 
so new items and information will continue 
to be added to it over the coming months. 

New Website Launched

www.teams-transatlantic.net
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that cosy hospital room, I lost God.
I held on to Sophie and listened 
to her repeated cries of “He’s not 
coming back”, over and over again 
until her voice gave up. We clung 
together and I rocked her as I used 
to when she was small; and inside, 
my prayer was: ‘Where are you 
God, in all this mess? Because I 
can’t see you’.
In the days immediately afterwards, 
I put God away; and was busy with 
practical things. There were so 
many cards to open and put on 
display, flowers to arrange, Mass 
cards and letters. The doorbell 
was constant, cups of tea, friends 
with bags of food, cake and 
biscuits, telephone calls, emails, the 
Teams prayer cascade. So many 
expressions of love; prayers for us 
as a family, for the soul of Arron 
(whom they’d never met) and for 
his family, whose sadness they only 

dared to imagine. I was grateful for 
everyone’s prayers because I myself 
couldn’t pray; communication 
between God and me had broken 
down.
Into this turmoil came an 
unexpected text, from someone 
I’d not seen or heard of for a while. 
She was in hospital and wanted to 

It began when I answered 
the phone to the desperate 
cries of our daughter Sophie; 

nothing made sense. Then, a calm 
professional voice came on the line 
and the seriousness of what was 
happening began to unfold.
And that’s when my prayers 
began.

On the drive to Coventry hospital 
I prayed non-stop; formal prayers 
learned in childhood, then the 
conversation, the entreaties, the 
bargaining ….. the promises….. if 
only……..
Arriving at the hospital, we were 
personally accompanied from 
reception through the corridors. At 
the time it seemed highly unusual. 
But when the receptionist opened 
a door and I caught sight of the 
comfortable upholstered furniture 
…. I knew the worst. All emotions 
went into tailspin and the next few 
hours were a blur of tears, holding 
on to one another and waiting for 
some explanation of Why, which 
never came.

And, somewhere between the 
prayerful urgency of the car journey 
and the desperate hopelessness of 

Refl ections
‘The God I Couldn’t See’

Editors Note – Many of us will have had 
times of crisis and tragedy in our life when 
God seems to temporarily disappear.  This is 
an honest and poignant account of one such 
time. 

‘Where are you God, in 
all this mess? Because I 

can’t see you’

‘I lost God’
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Refl ections
‘The God I Couldn’t See’

pray, but didn’t know how. Having 
drifted from the church many years 
ago, she “couldn’t remember all the 
words” and this worried her. I gave 
a wry smile, this seemed ironic. I 
texted back that the best prayers 
were conversations and sometimes 
it was good to simply listen to 
what God is saying. The following 
day I put together a small parcel, 
containing a wooden ‘holding cross’ 
and a short note.
A few days later, now out of 
hospital, she sent another text …… 
‘please would I take her to Mass?’
So …. the two of us, vigil Mass, 
Saturday evening, Northampton 
Cathedral.
The gospel – The Prodigal Son 
Fr Mark’s homily – unconditional love 
….. forgiveness ….. always a welcome 
in this church. It was textbook really. 

Father Mark surpassed himself. Her 
face reflected serenity and hope.
And, in the quiet moments of that 
service, I began to piece together 
the jigsaw of the previous days; 
came to understand the significance 
of the cards, calls, emails, Masses, 

visitors, gifts, flowers and prayers. 
And, at the Central Region Teams 
Gathering in Northampton a few 
weeks later, I was able to stand 
up and say thank you, for all the 
messages and prayers, and above 
all ‘Thank you all, for being the God I 
couldn’t see these past few weeks’.
Janet Denman

CONGRATULATIONS
…..to Trinidad and Tobago on the celebration of 30 
years of Teams.  We look forward to seeing photos 
of their celebrations during their forthcoming 
annual retreat in the next edition of this newsletter.

‘Thank you all, for being 
the God I couldn’t see 
these past few weeks’
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Super Region
‘Making Sense of the 
Transatlantic Super Region’

 What is a Super Region?

 Who is Transatlantic?

 Why are countries as diverse as 
Ireland, Trinidad and Malawi linked 
together in the Teams movement?

Whether you have been in 
teams for 6 months or 40 
years, these are questions 

that seem to arise regularly.  Did 
you know that there are currently 
11,704 teams in 79 countries spread 
across all continents?  All these 
teams make up the International 
Teams movement, which is split 
into manageable parts across the 
world known as Super Regions. 
There are currently 12 Super 
Regions in the world and ours is 
called Transatlantic.
The Transatlantic Super Region 
consists of:
 Great Britain (split into 3   
 regions:-  Northern, Central and  
 Southern) 
 Ireland 
 Malawi 
 South Africa
 Trinidad & Tobago 
 Zambia
It spans a tremendously wide variety 
of cultures and traditions, but the 
link is we are all English speaking 
and all the Teams have been 
supported in their development by 
others in the super region.

Each super region has a super 
regional couple acting as 
responsible couple for their 
area.  Our Super Regional Couple 
(responsible for Transatlantic) is 
Janet and Antony Denman from 
Northampton. 
The whole international Teams 
movement is led by a team of 6 
couples plus a spiritual counsellor, 

known as the International Leading 
Team or ERI.  In addition, there 
is an annual meeting of the ERI 
with the Responsible Couples of 
the 12 Super Regions called The 
International College. It provides 
an opportunity to share worship, 
communion and experiences with 
other Teams couples and priests. It 
is also an opportunity to hear talks 
on matters that concern couples 
and marriage and to learn of the 
structure and concerns of the local 
church and local Teams. It is also 
the Annual Business meeting of the 
Teams movement.
This figure on the following page, 
illustrates the current structure of 
the Movement. It is deliberately 
shown this way up, as the most 
important element of the Movement 
is the individual team, who receive 
support and encouragement from 
the wider Movement. But this is not 
just an organisational structure - it is 
above all a communication network.

‘11,704 teams in 79 countries’
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Super Region
‘Making Sense of the 
Transatlantic Super Region’

Teams

Sectors

Regions

Super Regions

International College (12 Super Regional Couples & ERI)

  ‘HEART SPEAKS TO HEART‛

The Gathering coinciding with the 50th year of Equipes-Notre–Dame in 
Ireland, starts Friday evening with dinner and a Mass to celebrate the 
Feast of the Assumption and will finish with tea on Sunday afternoon.  

Conveniently situated on the outskirts of Dublin, King‛s Hospital School 
is a boarding school with double and family rooms, extensive grounds, a 

chapel and swimming pool.  
Details: www.equipes-notre-dame.ie  

Or contact: Antony and Janet Denman

Super Regional Gathering - 15th to 17th August 2014



    



There’s still time to book!
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Super Region
‘A Very Special Gathering’

3rd Transatlantic Super Regional 
Gathering

As well as the bringing 
together of Teams members 
from Ireland, Great Britain, 

Africa and the Caribbean, the 
gathering will also be a celebration 
of 50 years of Teams in Ireland.  You 
will recognise many of the aspects 
of your normal Team meeting and 
more. (See advert on back cover.)
Meal  -The food & accommodation 
is provided at King’s Hospital 
School, close to Dublin Airport.  
You will have the opportunity to 
share with people you may know, 
as well as make new friends.
Business - You will learn more about 
what’s going on in the Transatlantic 
Super Region.
Prayer - You will experience various 
types of prayer including morning 

and evening liturgies as well as 
daily Mass.    
Pooling -There is a swimming pool 
as part of the facilities (sorry!)
Endeavours - There will be 
opportunities over the weekend 
to undertake some of the 
endeavours.
Study Topic - There will be a number 
of interesting talks and a chance for 
discussion in small groups. 
What else? – well as you may well 
imagine, the weekend will have 
the best of Gaelic tradition, not to 
mention Irish ‘Craic’ on Saturday 
night.  If you have never experienced 
such a gathering, then this is a great 
opportunity to experience Teams 
hospitality at its best.

More details are available 
on the web site 

www.equipes-notre-dame.ie

We welcome and thank the following couples who have recently 
accepted new responsibilities in the Transatlantic Super Region:

Tony & Breda Preston - Regional Couple for Ireland 

Dwight & Christine Gonsalves - Regional Couple for Trinidad and 
Tobago

Edward & Fatima Mwale - Pre-Sector Couple for Zambia

Paul & Janet Deboo - Regional Couple for Central Britain

Thank you also to their predecessors for their hard work.

Welcome & Thank You
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Picture this – a simple coffin 
lying on a rush mat, outside a 
simple mud-brick house – its 

main room smaller than a single 
bedroom  in the UK.  A dirt floor, 
no glass in the wooden window 
frames. The house is in a cluster of 
similar ones – 5 or 6 – that house 
the extended family.
It is the day after Amos died, 
about 500 family, friends and local 
villagers – Catholic, other Christian 
and Muslim are sitting waiting for 
the two priests to conduct the 
funeral mass. They have been 
gathering and patiently sitting 
since the mid-morning. The widow 
sits by the coffin – her 5 children, 
the youngest aged around 5 near 
her. 
The altar table is a simple metal 
coffee table under a nearby tree, 
where four chairs are arranged for 
the two priests, and two special 
foreign visitors. Father Henry, the 
local parish priest arrives around 
2pm, and decides that Mass should 
start, although the visitors have not 
yet arrived. The Mass is in the local 
language, Chichewa, and includes 
many sung sections, with deep 
resonant harmonies, and a firm beat 
– the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Agnus 
Dei...One of the two choirs consists 
of ladies identically dressed in 
white blouses, purple full length 
skirts, and matching head-dresses. 
Halfway through the Mass, the 
visitors and the second priest arrive 

Super Region
‘Saying Goodbye - Malawi Style’

with a group of local mourners, 
all dressed in light blue T-shirts, 
joining others in light blue T-shirts. 
The priest, from England, quickly 
robes and joins Father Henry. The 
two visitors try to sit at the back, 
but are ushered to the two chairs 
by the altar – they are the only ones 
sitting on chairs, everyone else is 
sitting on the ground.
Near the end of the Mass, the two 
visitors are invited to say a few 
words, even though they have 
never met the deceased.
At the end of Mass, the ladies in 
the white blouses picked up the 
simple wreaths covering the coffin, 
and local men lifted the coffin. We 
all set off in a steady procession 
through the field-paths to the local 
cemetery, one choir singing at each 
end of the procession. The locals 
then sat down on the gravestones 
around the dug grave waiting for 
the graveside ceremony. Local 
men lowered the coffin into the 
ground, carefully split the rush 
mat and placed it on top of the 
coffin, and then they all took 
turns to fill the grave, shovelling 
the loose earth back. There was 
no shortage of volunteers, hardly 
had one man shovelled two or 

Editors Note – A sad but fascinating insight 
into Malawi culture. Our thoughts and 
prayers are with Amos’s widow and family 
and the new Zomba 9 team. 
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Amos. And who were the visitors? 
Well ourselves, and Father John 
was the second priest. The group 
of local mourners in distinctive 
light blue T-shirts were members 
of Teams, and Amos had been 
a member of Zomba 9, a new 
Team not quite through piloting. A 
humbling experience of the sense of 
community and support in Malawi 
Teams, and a reminder of what a 
proper send-off for a life well lived 
should be.
Antony & Janet Denman

three loads than another asked for 
the spade. In less than 5 minutes, 
the earth was mounded in a neat 
pile over the grave, and then the 
principal mourners placed wreaths 
on the mounded earth, kneeling 
and praying as they did so. The 
two visitors placed one of the 
wreaths, after the family members. 
Finally, the ladies in white blouses 
surrounded the grave, knelt, and 
placed a wreath in the form of a 
cross at the foot of the mound, 
and scattered red petals over the 
grave.
A long, respectful send-off for 

Super Region
‘Saying Goodbye - Malawi Style’

Shopping list for the 
Malawi Gathering!

Mattresses . . . Chairs . . . Firewood 
Bread . . . Bottled drinking water
Candles . . . Matches . . .
4 live chickens . . . 1 live goat
Bags of rice
Bags of Nsima (staple food based 
on cornmeal)
Money for fuel for priest’s car

Editors Note - There are many things on 
the ‘to-do list’ for organisers of gatherings.  
The list of some of the items to bring or hire 
for the recent gathering in Malawi, reminds 
us how privileged some of us are and of the 
different cultures and challenges across our 
Super-Region.

We welcome all the couples and 
spiritual counsellors of new Teams 
in Malawi, as well as those who are 
undergoing piloting at present.

Our thanks go to all the pilot couples 
who have been involved.

Welcome to the New 
Teams in Africa
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Malawi is a long thin 
country, oriented north-
south, hemmed in by 

Mozambique at the south end, and 
by Zambia, Congo, and Tanzania 
at the north end. For the northern 
three-quarters of the east side, the 
border is formed by Lake Malawi – 
now an area of dispute over newly-
discovered oil – apparently, a 
Commission in the 1900s gave the 

whole lake to Nyasaland (Malawi’s 
colonial name), while tradition and 
fi shing allow the Tanzanians access 
to the lake.
The country has a modest number 
of single track tarmac roads, with 
variable edges, joining the major 
towns and carrying the names M1 
to M5. There are some tarmacked 
roads in towns, but otherwise the 
roads are dirt-tracks, very dusty in 
the dry season (May to October), 
and often impassable in the wet 

season (December to March). This 
takes a heavy toll on cars – NGOs 
use land-rovers, and many other 
cars are 4 by 4s. Car ownership 

Super Region
‘Malawi - A Geography Lesson’

is modest, and most cars are well 
battered by the roads. 
In the rural areas, people live in 
small extended family groups in 
small mud-huts, often thatched, 

but now increasingly roofed with 
corrugated iron, and larger village 
centres where there might be a 
primary school, church, health 
centre and a trading place. Trading 
places consist of a series of small 
personal stalls, usually selling a 
single item – tomatoes, etc. The 
country remains tribal, with a 
hereditary chief, who usually lives 
in the larger village centres, and 
dispenses local justice, advice, and 
arbitrates on land issues. 
A large number of areas do not 
have electricity, and get water from 
a hand-operated pump at a bore-
hole.  More remote areas where 
bore-holes have not yet been dug 
– usually because the tracks are 
too poor for the boring equipment 
to get through. Even in the poorer 
areas around towns, such as Zomba, 
water comes from a bore-hole or a 
communal tap, while town houses 
have piped water, but often do not 
have a hot water system – so cold 
showers, and stand-up washes with 
a cup and a bucket of hot water are 
the order of the day.

Editors Note - We include this factual 
article, which was part of Janet & Antony 
Denman’s diary when they travelled to 
Africa in August 2013.

‘the roads are dirt-
tracks, very dusty in the 

dry season’

‘water comes from 
a bore-hole or a 
communal tap’
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Super Region
‘Malawi - A Geography Lesson’

Malawi, o�  cially the Republic of Malawi, is a landlocked 
country in southeast Africa that was formerly known as 
Nyasaland. Malawi is over 118,000 km2 (45,560 sq mi) with 
an estimated population of 16,777,547 (July 2013 est.). Its 
capital is Lilongwe, which is also Malawi’s largest city; the 
second largest is Blantyre and the third is Mzuzu. The name 
Malawi comes from the Maravi, an old name of the Nyanja 
people that inhabit the area. The country is also nicknamed 
“The Warm Heart of Africa”.
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Super Region
‘Extracts From Antony & Janet’s 
Diary to Africa’

Wednesday 14th August  
... arrive in Blantyre, 
temperature is 29o C 

on arrival.  We were welcomed to 
Malawi by a Teams group including 
John & Modesta Tepani, and 
toured around Blantyre, visiting 
St Joseph’s RC Church (modelled 
on Medjugorje) and Blantyre 
Cathedral (Italianate). We had an 
amazing drive on dirt roads to St 
Pius Parish in Magomero, past lots 
of small roadside stalls, and some 
major trading places with people 
all over the road – but even in 
the large trading places all the 
stalls were small, usually selling a 

single product – tomatoes, plastic 
buckets, red onions, sugar cane, 
wood, chickens, nsima, goats, 
tyres…. It got dark quickly at 6pm, 
but locals were still out trading, 
buying, walking and cycling down 
the road. 
Supper and accommodation at the 
guest house at St. Pius Parish.  St 
Pius is a parish with 2 priests (Fr 
Ignatio Bokosi and Fr Johannes), 11 
village churches, 5 catechists, and 1 
set of nuns, with 3 teams in piloting, 
serving 40,000 Catholics. 
Thursday 15th … toured the St Pius 
Parish complex then drive along 

dirt roads for almost an hour to 
St Peter’s outpost to meet Zomba 
14 team, where we had a lively 
welcome and discussion. We then 

drove on dirt roads to meet Zomba 
12 & 13. 
We attend the funeral of Amos, 
Zomba 8 (see separate article).  
Meet Bishop Thomas Msusa of 
Zomba Diocese, who is very 
supportive of Teams, for supper and 

overnight, He would have presided 
at Mass at retreat if he had not 
been busy at Father Henry’s parish 
doing 250 confi rmations, for which 

Zomba 12 & 13 Teams

Zomba 14 Team

‘doing 250 
confirmations, for which 

he received 5 goats’
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Super Region
‘Extracts From Antony & Janet’s 
Diary to Africa’

he received 5 goats, one of which 
he gave to Father Henry.
Friday 16th ... Mass at 7am with the 
Bishop – just the 4 of us in the small 
chapel in Bishop’s House. We had a 
number of interesting conversations 
with the Bishop and his secretary, 
about life in Malawi.  Bishop Thomas 

often visits the Montfort house in 
Liverpool – perhaps next time he 
should visit nearby Teams!  
Visit to St Peter’s Seminary, Zomba 
– excellent wood carvings and 
murals on life of St Peter, then o�  
to Retreat in Mangochi - Lunch - 
our fi rst taste of Chambo, the local 
fi sh from Lake Malawi.
Arrived at Mpwepwe Fisheries, 
Mangochi, but discovered that our 
accommodation in the bungalow 
was double booked, and the couples 
accommodation had no electricity 
or water, as the management were 
in dispute and had not paid recent 
large bill. Electricity did not come 
on until 9pm, resulting in no retreat 
programme on the fi rst day. Priests 
and ourselves relocated to Montfort 
Retreat Centre about 5 miles away, 
organised by Fr Picardo.
Saturday 17th ... The Weekend 
Retreat for Malawian couples.
Father Cosmas delivered talks to 
Teams about Marian Virtues – faith, 

hope, charity, justice, prudence, etc 
- very entertaining. Our talk on the 
International movement and Sit-
Down was the only Teams training 
input. The talks were given or 
translated into Chichewa.  Couples 
did a sit-down, then confession 
followed by Mass, and induction 
of new RC’s with lighting of 
candles and a blessing.  Numbers 
were around 198, compared to 
the projected 256. Meanwhile Fr. 
John Udris met all the Spiritual 
Counsellors for a one day Retreat, 
at Montfort Retreat Centre.
 Then a late meal – we were too tired 

to go back to the Get-Together, but 
Fathers John, Henry and Ignatio 
danced until midnight.
Sunday 18th ... After Mass we met 
Christine Mandala and the retreat 
was introduced to her story and 
how teams got to Malawi. 
Afternoon … in the grounds of the 
Retreat Centre on the shores of Lake 
Malawi – observing the children 
shallow-water fi shing, catching fi sh 

‘our first taste of 
Chambo’

Responsible Commissioning Couple
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like whitebait. Commercial fi shing in 
the lake catches Chambo – a trout-
sized fi sh which is tasty, and loved 
by Malawians who eat them on the 
bone with their fi ngers, sucking all 
the meat from the spine ribs.
Monday 19th ... Visit Teams in 
Mangochi Sector – drive to 
Namwera, in the hills above 

Mangochi, a delightful location. 
Fr Cosmas, who gave the retreat, 
was our driver, even though he 
was not (yet!) in Teams – helping 
us as interpreter when we were 
misunderstood, and learning more 
about Teams as he did so. Our Lady 
of Lourdes parish is where Teams 
fi rst came to Mangochi around 
2007. The parish has two young 
priests, one from Kerela, serving 
20 outposts, the furthest of which 
is 90 km away. The priests give 
4 Masses each Sunday, and have 
crash helmets and motorbikes to 
do the trips on dirt roads, which are 
impassable in the rainy season. 
We talk to Teams couples from 
Mangochi and then after a nice 
meal hosted by the two priests, 
we drove down to St Augustine’s 

Parish, Mangochi, in the centre 
of town to meet members of 
Mangochi 2, 6 and 7 teams. Again 
we have interesting discussions and 
then a chance to sing the Malawian 
Magnifi cat. Then return to Zomba, 
to accommodation at Pirimiti 
Parish, where Fr Henry Chiwaya is 
Parish Priest, with Father Bernard, 
and seminarian. A 3-hour drive, 
which we did mainly in the dark, 
avoiding the many bicycles and 
walkers on the edge of the road 
– no one carries lights.
Tuesday 20th … found teams 
couples gathering for a combined 
Zomba 6 and 8 Team meeting. 
A great Team meeting fi rst with 
personal sharing, and then with 
sharing on Luke 8:22-25, with many 
commenting on Jesus’ remark 
“Where is your faith.”… 
Wednesday 21st ...  Father John 
departs to airport for his return 
home.  We were driven up into 
Zomba mountains to see the 
beautiful spot overlooking Zomba, 
with baboons and birds in the trees. 
High up is a reservoir – built about 
15 years ago to give a reliable water 
supply to Zomba and hopefully 
Blantyre soon.  Then onto Ku Chawe 
for a night - we passed many men 
pushing bikes overloaded with cut 
logs, or long planks or branches, 
moving steadily down the long 
winding road to sell them in Zomba 
City. Up on the plateau one can 

‘the priests give 4 
Masses each Sunday & 
have crash helmets & 
motorbikes to do the 

trips on dirt road’
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grow strawberries, blackberries and 
gooseberries – we also passed men 
selling plates of fruits and we tasted 
them all at the evening meal. 
Thursday 22nd ... Back down the 
mountain for visit to St Agnes 
Primary School, Mlombozi parish. 
The school provides free education 
for 1200 pupils from 13 villages, 

and buildings are being added 
with the assistance of the Chiefs 
of the villages. The Headmaster is 
in Teams and lives across the road 
from the school in a little brick-built 
house with a tin roof, and a pit-
latrine in the back garden. Zomba 
4 (2007), 9 and 10 (2012) are based 
in the parish, and most members 
were present, together with Father 
Vincent, the priest, and a seminarian. 
The parish has one priest, some 
nuns and serves 20,000 Catholics 
at 3 large outstations, and 2 small 
ones. It is a hilly area with dirt roads 
making travel di�  cult. 
We return … for a late lunch and 
sharing with members of Zomba 1, 
3, and 5 teams, talking into the early 
evening before everyone left. 
Friday 23rd ... Despite many phone 
calls, the visit to Zambia is o�  - so 

‘parish has one priest, 
some nuns & serves 

20,000 Catholics at 3 
large outstations’

visit the Chifundo Project and then 
Mass with the Teams in St Charles 
Luangwa Parish, Zomba.
The Chifundo foundation is 
impressive, funding 45 needy 
children through private education. 
The long-term aim is to build a 
private school teaching practical 
skills to children ages 5 to 14. 
We go with Father Henry Chiwaya 
to Ntcheu and meet all of Boniface 
and Ida’s new team. Ntcheu is 
Boniface and Ida’s home town, 
which they moved back to from 
Namwera a year ago. The female 
team members spent a long time 
cooking the meal outside on a 

wood fi re, before we shared at the 
meal, and then explained the initial 
history of Teams, before taking 
questions. This is the fi rst team in 
the Dedza Diocese, and Boniface 
is confi dent of several more. The 
team – mainly teachers – are lively 
and committed.
We fi nally went to our 
accommodation at a nearby lodge 
at 9pm. A large room with double 
bed and mosquito net - we sleep 
like a log.
Saturday 24th ... Breakfast at 7:30 
– the cook asked what we wanted! 
After looking around Ntcheu RC 

‘live chickens in the 
offertory process’
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Church – very impressive, Italian-
funded and inspired church – with 
Father Augustine, we drove via the 
Montfort Missionaries Parish church 
to Hippoview Lodge at Chiwonde 
in the Liwonde National Park. 
Sunday 25th ... We joined teams 
friends for Chichewa Mass at St 
Charles Luangwa Parish in Zomba. 
There were about 60 children 
visiting from Father Henry’s parish, 
and so there were lots of girls in 
white, dancing down the aisle at 
the beginning, at the o� ertory 
procession, and at the end. Live 
chickens in the o� ertory process! 
Yes, two of them, and eggs, bread, 
cake, potatoes, rice and nsima 
– which go to the priest to use, or 
dispose of to needy parishioners. 
Monday 26th ... Drive to Ligonis 
Parish with Hilda and Lucy from 
Zomba 3 team. Once leaving the 
M1, we travel on 15 km of dirt roads. 
Father Callistus is single handed 
at the parish, with no-one to assist 
him.  The parish has 6 outposts with 
two Masses each Sunday, one at the 
main centre and one at an outpost. 
The furthest outpost involves a 40-
minute drive, followed by a one 
hour walk into the mountains. 
We met members of Zomba 2 
and 11 – the latter being piloted by 
a couple from Zomba 2.  Father 
Callistus spoke positively of the 
benefi ts of Teams in the parish, 
becoming self-reliant couples, and 

encouraging other families to be 
self-reliant. 

In the evening we met members of 
the Pre-Region Team, and discussed 
the various issues we thought were 
challenging Teams in Malawi.
Wednesday 28th ... We leave 
Malawi for Johannesburg where we 
are back to asphalt highways, wide 
dual carriageways, and many badly 
driven fast cars, and huge lorries.
We learnt more about Teams in 
Johannesburg – some use English, 
others Portuguese. There is one 
African team, and one with young 
couples. 7 or 8 in total.  The next 
generation of the Portuguese 
community in South Africa is losing 
the ability to speak Portuguese, as 
everything in South Africa is taught 
in English, and many schools do not 
even o� er Portuguese. 
Thursday 29th … onto the Good 
Shepherd Retreat Centre, where 
the Teams are having a weekend 
retreat in October. A beautiful 
setting – pity it is so far away!  

Zomba 2 & 11 Teams
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Friday 30th ... Travel to Durban 
and met the Sector Couple.  At 
7pm, Teams couples from Durban 
and Chatsworth started arriving 
– but fi rst to arrive was Cardinal 
Napier, who spoke up after our 
brief speech to thank us for 
coming. English-speaking Teams in 
the Portuguese ex-pat community 

started in Durban around 16 years 
ago – piloted from Johannesburg, 
as the community became fl uent 
in English and less profi cient in 
Portuguese. There are now 5 teams. 
Teams then spread to the Indian 
community in Chatsworth, where 
there are 2 teams.  Although the 
law restricting where ethnic groups 
could live was lifted in 1994, the 
ethnic groups generally remain in 
these geographical locations.

 

Super Region
‘Extracts From Antony & Janet’s 
Diary to Africa’

‘standing for the bible 
to be brought in before 

the first reading’

Saturday 31st … before driving 
to Chatsworth, to stay overnight 
with David and Kogie Boulton. 
Krish Pillay picked us up and in the 
evening took us to the Barbecue 
at church with the Teams couples, 
and the new assistant priest at the 
Parish - Father Solly.
Sunday 1st September ... A chance 
for a short lie-in, as the rest of 
the family need to go to church 
early. We attend later Mass - some 
aspects – Clap Clap Gloria were 
comfortingly like UK – while others 
– standing for the bible to be 
brought in before the fi rst reading 
– were not. We were invited to give 
a 5 minute talk about Teams at the 
end, and asked the Teams couples 
to stand up and be noticed. We 
hope this helps the local expansion 
e� orts.
And so to the homeward journey. 

Durban Teams with Cardinal Napier
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In Malawi and South Africa, what 
were the two questions you were 
constantly asked by Teams?
Probably the most frequent 
question was related to membership 
of Teams and in particular mixed 
marriage (including marriage 
Catholic & Muslim).  The second 
most frequent question was to do 
with finance.  Bear in mind that 
the income of families in Malawi on 
average is 1% of those of the UK, 
but items such as petrol is on a par 
with that of the UK.  

There was interest by some 
Teams in communicating with 
Teams elsewhere in the Super 
Region.  How do you see this being 
organised?
Yes there was a lot of interest.  
Couples saw it as a way of developing 
their English and learning more 
about Teams.  If anyone would 
be happy to be a pen-pal with a 
Malawi team or couple, then please 
contact us directly.

Teams is obviously spreading at 
a fast rate in Malawi and Zambia 
– what are the challenges for the 
Transatlantic Super Region?
It is very encouraging to see this 
fast rate of expansion and the local 
priests are very involved.  Probably 
the biggest challenge is to ensure 
that the ethos of Teams continues 
in all Teams and that the Charter 
(as originally set out by Fr Caffarel) 
continues to be reflected.

What was the funniest thing that 
happened during your travels?
This may not be humorous, or the 
answer you might be expecting, 
but we found the huge interest in 
English Football, and in particular, 
the strong support for Manchester 
United and Liverpool throughout 
Malawi and South Africa, most 
strange.

What was the scariest part of your 
trip?
It must be when the car we were 
travelling in broke down on a busy 
slip-road off the motorway in 
Johannesburg. Many cars pushed 
past, and it was getting dark. After 
a fruitless attempt to fix the car, 
we were rescued by the future 
daughter-in-law of the Teams 
couple we were travelling with.

What will be your most memorable 
memory of your trip?
In a trip of many highlights – the 
enthusiasm and singing of Malawi 
Teams couples, meeting Bishop 
Thomas of Zomba, and Cardinal 
Napier in Durban, the offertory 
procession and dancing during the 
Mass, eating Chambo – it is difficult 
to put one memory forward. But 
if one memory is pre-eminent, it 
is the Malawi response to death, 
and the respect and time given by 
the whole community to give the 
departed an appropriate ‘send-off’.
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‘College . . . ERI . . .
What on Earth Are They?’

Deciphering the mysteries 
of the international Teams 
movement!
Can you briefly explain what ‘the 
College’ is?

The International College is 
the annual meeting of the 
International Leading Team 

(ERI) with the Responsible Couples 
of the 12 Super-Regions (which are 
the way the Teams movement has 
split the world into manageable 
parts). It provides an opportunity 
to share worship, communion and 
experiences with other Teams 
couples and priests, as well as an 
opportunity to hear talks on matters 
that concern couples and marriage, 
and to learn of the structure and 
concerns of the local church and 
local Teams. It is also the Annual 
Business meeting of the Teams 
movement.

When the College was held in the 
UK a few years ago, it was held 
in the seminary at Ushaw near 
Durham – where was it held this 
time?
This year the College was at the 
Centre Spirituel La Solitude, a 
convent near Bordeaux, where a 
number of contemplative sisters 
live. Local Teams couples came and 
provided support, but we did help 
with clearing tables and doing the 
washing up ! Bishop Dagens from 
Angoulême gave a keynote address, 

and Cardinal Ricard of Bordeaux 
presided at the concluding mass, 
when those who were taking on new 
responsibilities in the movement  
were commissioned. 

You gave a talk at the recent College 
meeting on mixed marriage – what 
was the reason for the topic?
The College always has testimonies 
from some of the Teams couples 
who attend. The topic had 
apparently been suggested as 
it followed on from some of the 
themes of Timothy Radcliffe’s talks 
at the International Gathering in 
Brasilia last year. Ours was one of 
two talks on mixed marriage, the 
second was given by Amer and 
Samia Adib, the Regional Couple 
from Syria, who are Orthodox-
Catholic.
We should perhaps note that the 
topic was on marriages of Christians 
from different denominations, 
rather than the greater challenge of 
spouses from different faiths.

How common are mixed marriages 
in other countries where Teams are 
thriving?
The countries where there are large 
numbers of Teams, such as France, 
Brazil and Colombia, are Catholic 
countries, so the concept of mixed 
marriages is unheard of. However, 
in many countries in our English-
speaking Zone, such as Australia, 
New Zealand and Trinidad, 
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Catholics are in the minority, and 
there are many mixed marriages.  
We know that there are a number of 
couples of different denominations 
who are in Teams, both in England, 
and elsewhere – although we 
have never sought to quantify 
the numbers – and we made the 
point that we personally feel that 
Teams is a great support to such 
couples in sharing their faith and 
its similarities and differences. We 
understand that parts of Germany 
and other northern European 
countries also have a number of 
mixed marriages.

What reaction on the talk did 
you get from Teams couples in 
Bordeaux?
For some couples our talk was 
a surprise and a challenge, but 
we received many hugs and kind 
comments for our testimony.

International
‘College . . . ERI . . .
What on Earth Are They?’

If anybody would like to see the 
content of your talk, can they get 
access to it online?
We have to apologise that the 
Super-Regional Website has 
technical problems, and we are 
unable to update it. However, a 
new website is being developed, 
and we would plan to make a copy 
available there.

What was your highlight from 
attending the College.
This was our fourth College, and 
we are always struck by the deep 
sharing in the personal testimonies 
given by couples. This year was no 
exception, with Amer and Samia 
from Syria sharing on maintaining 
their different Christian traditions 
in a country racked by war and 
sectarianism. We were privileged 
to be there.

Editors Note - Thank you to Janet & Antony 
for giving us a better understanding of  
what the Teams College is.
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‘The New Evangelisation in Our 
Unpredictable Societies’

“The moment is here for you to stop 
sleeping and wake up”, said the 
apostle Paul to the first Christians 
in Rome (Rom. 13:11). 

This call has a constant value: 
because we are called to 
believe in God and in the 

Love of God, in a society that does 
without God. We should not begin 
with lamentations or by looking for 
the guilty parties. We should go 
without delay to the sources of our 
Christian faith and understand that 
there are among us and near us, 
men and women and young people, 
too, who are waiting for God, 
especially if they are experiencing 
the difficulties of life.  
This conviction, concerning a 
waiting or expectation of God within 
our society, is something we should 
share more resolutely.  Particularly 
when we consider placing ourselves 
in the field of Christian initiation, 
in the framework of encounters 
in everyday pastoral work, in 
preparation for Christian marriage, 
in the support of catechumens, in 
welcoming divorced people, and 
also on the occasion of many other 
conversations that may or may not 
be anticipated……
This is the very time when we must 

fight against our introversions and 
awaken a two-fold conviction in 
our thinking, which will justify my 
reflections. A two-fold conviction, 
which closely links one to the 
other: “the new evangelisation” and 
today’s society.  

The first conviction is that we 
cannot allow ourselves the luxury 
of staying home –, spending our 
time arguing about Mass times or 
how our Teams work.  We must 
put into practice the simple realism 
that obliges us to recognise that 
we are part of today’s society such 
as it is, ……… unpredictable, fragile 
and tempted to be fearful. So it 
is from within this society, from 
within its uncertainties, fragilities 
and its fears, which are ours, too, 
that we must believe in Jesus the 
Christ, pray to him, listen to his 
Word, draw sustenance from his 
life and witness to this life with 
Him, sometimes in silence, but 
sometimes also in words, when we 
are given the opportunity to say 
out loud: “Yes, I believe that he lives 
and that his power of resurrection 
works in us, within our society”.

The second conviction is therefore 
closely tied to the first: the novelty 
of the Christian God, the joy of 
believing in the Living Christ and 
Saviour, must be incorporated, 
through us, in the very heart of our 
society. And the new evangelisation 

Editors Note -  Part of a talk delivered to 
the Teams College at Bordeaux July 2013 
by Claude DAGENS, Bishop of Angoulême, 
France.
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aims at this incorporation: it is at the 
intersection between this revelation 
of God that leaves us overcome, 
and our very real humanity, that 
is marked by finiteness and death, 
and also by the desire to conquer 
death, to love and be loved and 
to overcome all fear-filled thinking 
by deploying that difficult and 
demanding fraternity that wells up 
from the Christ. 

International
‘The New Evangelisation in Our 
Unpredictable Societies’

Editors Note - Mgr Dagens then went on to 
pose three questions.  Perhaps your Team 
might want to explore these at a Team 
meeting.

• How are we to face up to the  
 uncertainties that prevent us  
 from having any hope? 

• How can we accept the many 
 personal, familial and social  
 fragilities that mark our   
 existence? 

• How can we conquer the fears  
 that haunt us and impel us to  
 seek people to blame? 

[If you would like to see the full 
text of Bishop Dagen’s talk, please 

contact the newsletter editors.] 

At the Annual International Teams College 
in Bordeaux in July, Paul and Helena 
McCloskey (from Cheltenham) were 

commissioned to serve on the International Leading 
Team (the ERI).  This is a six-year 
role with responsibility for our Zone 
(the English-speaking Zone, which 
includes our Transatlantic Super-
Region, Oceania, India, the Philippines 
and Korea). We look forward to 
working with them – but we are very 
grateful for the support of Peter and 
Jan Ralton (their predecessors) who 
handed over to Paul and Helena. 
Peter and Jan were always ready to 
support and encourage us, and cope 
with our lack of experience.

Antony & Janet Denman

Paul & Helena McCloskey Join ERI
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Father Caffarel actively 
encouraged couples to 
practise private prayer.  Here 

is an excerpt from ‘Cahiers sur 
l’Oraison-Introductory series’ (Oct 
1966) that invites us to enter into 
Christ’s thoughts.
We experience a sensation of 
distress when we arrive in an 
unknown town—at the port, train 

station or airport—and no one is 
there expecting or waiting for us. 
However, if a joyful face welcomes 
us, if hands reach out towards us, 
we are immediately reassured and 
freed from the cruel impression 
of being disoriented or lost. The 
customs, the language, all of this 
large and disconcerting city no 
longer matter. We put up with 
being a stranger to everyone easily, 
just as long as we are someone’s 
friend. 

How reassuring it is also to discover 
that our hosts were expecting us.  
Parents and children do not need to 
say too much for us to guess at it. 
The way they greet each other and 
a certain enthusiasm suffice. And 
in our room, is a bunch of flowers 

International
‘Fr Ca� arel’s Corner’

or an art book 
( b e c a u s e 
they know 
our tastes) 
convinces us 
completely.
Dear friend, 
I would like 
you to believe 
that when you 
go to pray 
privately you 
are expected: 
expected by 
the Father, the 

Son and the Holy Spirit, expected 
by the Trinity. Your place is ready 
for you. Remember what Jesus 
said, “I am going to prepare a place” 
.  You will say that he was referring 
to heaven and it is true. But private 
prayer is precisely heaven, at least 
in its essential reality, because 
God is present, because God’s 
love is present and because God is 
expecting and waiting for his child.

The Lord always waits for us. 
Even better, we only have to take 
a couple of steps and he comes 
towards us. Remember the parable, 
“But while he was still a long way 
off, his father saw him and was filled 
with compassion for him; he ran to 
his son, threw his arms round him 
and kissed him.” And yet, as you will 
remember, the son had seriously 
offended his father. But he still was 
expected, impatiently.

‘just as long as we are 
someone else’s friend’

‘when you go to pray 
privately, you are 

expected’
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International
‘A Series of New Study Topics’

“Dare to live the Gospel: 
Welcoming and taking care 
of mankind”

After the International 
Gathering at Brasilia in 2012, 
a new set of Study Topics 

has been devised which follow on 
from the theme of the gathering.
This topic: “Dare to live the Gospel: 
Welcoming and taking care of 
mankind” appears as a challenge so 
that each of us, each couple, each 
Team, learns to see and to act with 
the eyes of the heart. Learning to 
feel with Jesus’ heart can take time, 
but learning to see all those who 
are invisible in our society, is an 
exercise we should undertake with 
the eyes of our heart.  
The study topic is based firmly on 
the attitudes of Christ and there will 
be a series of eight topics whose 
common thread is the text of the 
Gospels. 

You will be able to access the new 
study topic via material supplied 
by your Region via their newsletter 
or in a separate booklet, or you 
can download it from the new 
Super-Regional website at 

www.teams-transatlantic.net

Stop Press . . . Stop Press . . . Stop Press . . . Stop Press . . . Stop Press . . .

Group photo taken during the recent gathering 
in Trinidad & Tobago
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You Write
‘Sharing In Teams’

Sharing in Teams gives 
expression to the urgent 
contemporary need to 

provide environments in which 
the spiritual dimension of life 
can be explored in conversation. 
Conversation is about ‘living with’ 
and not just ‘talking with’; a sharing 
of hearts and minds where personal 
truth is shared and nurtured. Such 
a conversation is a place of safety 

where what is going on below the 
surface of our lives, where what 
is considered important has the 
opportunity to be spoken without 
fear of judgement but received 
with reverence.
Teams are more and more seeing, 
there is ample evidence to support 
the view, that in and through the life 
experience of ‘ordinary’ people the 
Divine presence is being disclosed. 
A faith-sharing team is fuelled by the 
willingness of participants to share 
something of their personal journey 
and their on-going discovery of the 
Divine Presence accompanying 
them on their way.
Everyone has something of value 
to bring to the conversation about 
life and death. Each one possesses 
a collection of rich and unique 

experiences about human living 
through which, at times, they have 
begun to notice the silent loving 
presence of God. What is being 
shared is not a set of intellectual 
propositions, but an experience of 
life and the journey of the heart. Our 
disposition is that of the disciple, 
‘the one who learns’, following in 
the footsteps of his Master, the 
carpenter’s son from Nazareth. 
What is shared is the product 
of that relationship, however 
consciously or unconsciously the 
person speaking may be aware of 
it.
What is essential for faith-sharing 
is the creation of a certain type 
of environment. A Team setting 
needs to be established which 
is characterised, among other 
things, by group safety, trust, 
non-judgemental acceptance and 
openness to the perspective of 
others. For such an environment to 
exist it needs to be supported by a 
number of factors. These include:
· A clear methodology and  
 pattern to the meetings
· Stability of group members
· A shared commitment to the  
 keeping of confidences
· The maintaining of   
 an appropriate level of self- 
 disclosure
· The avoidance of personal  
 criticism

Editors Note -  Fr Brian O’Toole, spiritual 
counsellor to an Irish team, provides us with 
a fresh insight into the process of sharing 
during a Teams meeting.
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You Write
‘Sharing In Teams’

· Proper evaluation   
 procedures at regular   
 intervals
· Conscious acknowledgement  
 of the silent presence of God.

Instead of being simply on the 
receiving end, each member 
of Teams is invited to share 
ownership of the process and take 
responsibility for the way things 
develop. This elicits from each 
member an ‘adult behaviour’ which 
among other things involves:
· Examining your own   
 assumptions
· Making your own   
 decisions and accepting the  
 consequences
· Taking the opportunity   
 to offer your own creative  
 contribution
· Being prepared to challenge  
 the status quo
· Allowing yourself to be   
 forgiven when you make a  
 mistake
· Struggling to find your own  
 way.

Through reflecting on and sharing 
their own experience of life and faith, 
team members are encouraged to 
take responsibility for their own 
personal and spiritual development. 
What is helpful is when members 
in-between meetings are praying 
and interceding for other team 
members. When the team comes 

together, it is the quality of the 
conversation and the experience 
of the Divine, which makes it 
productive and life-giving.
What emerges in the course of 
a meeting both from individuals 
and from the team as a whole, is 
both unplanned and unpredictable. 
Having said this, what occurs is 
neither random nor haphazard. It 
does seem to be, that what happens 
at a certain time, is for that particular 
moment. Such times of consolation 
may be for the team as a whole or 
for particular individuals or couples; 
occasions when they discover 
something both necessary and 
appropriate to their own personal 
journey of faith. Often the sense 
of recognition that accompanies 
such an experience, is so specific 
and intimate that it is common for 
an individual or couple to express 
their belief that God has used the 
meeting to speak ‘uniquely’ to 
them. Such happenings can indeed 
be ascribed to the active presence 
of the Holy Spirit.

Brian O’Toole Cssp
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You Write
‘Them And Us’

Being a Couple in a Sector 
Team

We often wondered what 
Sector Teams did and 
had a suspicious ‘them 

and us’ attitude towards them, 
particularly around issues such as 
consultation and representation. 

Then we were invited to join the 
Dublin Sector Team. We were a 
bit reluctant. At the same time 
we were curious and saw it as an 
opportunity to put back into teams 
what we had gained from being 
members over all those years. So 
we accepted the invitation and 
would like to share with you what it 
has been like to be part of ‘them’ as 
we come to the end 
of our first year.
The Sector team 
is simply about 
service to individual 
teams. We organize or coordinate 
the main sector events – 8th 
December Mass, Team Retreat and 
Summer Team outing.  Our main 
task at present is preparing for 
Dublin’s hosting of the Responsible 
Couples’ weekend in October. A 
big part of organizing these events 
is getting feedback, so that we will 

continue to run in the future with 
what went well, and improve on 
what did not go so well. There were 
a few glitches on 8th December - 
we heard the comments loud and 
clear and will make the necessary 
changes next time.
For us, one of our most satisfying 
tasks is being a Liaison Couple. 
When we made contact with the 
Teams we liaise with, we were 
welcomed with great warmth, 
and readiness to arrange our visit. 
We have already visited two of 
the three teams. Our main role 
is to listen and participate to the 
extent considered appropriate by 
the team. Our main task is to relay 
back any views they would wish 
the Sector team to know about and 
give them any Sector information. 
There is no reporting back to the 
Sector Team on what is said at the 
team meeting itself, which remains 
fully confidential. 

It has been borne 
home to us from 
experience of our 
own team and the 
teams we have 

visited that ‘Teams’ is in fact a 
very ‘bottom up’ organization. 
Within the broad parameters of 
the team rules, each team does 
its own thing. Couples draw great 
support from their team meetings 
and the friendships built up over 
many years. Being privileged to 
visit other teams, we could clearly 

‘Teams is in fact a very 
bottom up organisation’

Editors Note -  Who are all these people that 
hold positions of responsibility in Teams?  
An Irish couple gives an insight as they say 
yes to being on the Sector Team [taken from 
an article written earlier this year].
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sense that each team is not just 
any group of individuals, but has 
a special cohesion. As outsiders at 
those team meetings, we got a real 
sense that in gathering together in 
our team meetings essentially in 
His name, He is there in the midst 
of us.
There is so much to learn from other 
Teams and how they do things, be it 
pooling, sharing on the endeavours, 
spiritual reading and discussion and 
prayer. The Chaplains we met were 
excellent, providing very effective 
spiritual guidance in a modest 
understated way. 
From our experience so far, we 

have gained a much greater sense 
of ‘us’ as teams, and much less of  
‘them and us’. Our main support 
and inspiration continues to come 
from our own team of 20+ years. As 
part of a committed Sector Team 
under the leadership of Joe and 
Áine Clayton, and with the gentle 
spiritual guidance of Fr. Paddy 
Gleeson, we are looking forward 
to bringing all that experience to 
being at the service of teams in the 
Dublin Sector for the rest of our 
term.
Gerry & Grace Mangan
Team 26 Dublin 

Can you be an Intercessor?

There have been several articles before about Intercessors, but we make no 
apologies for another, as we have now developed a system for English-
speaking couples, and can launch the scheme.

Father Ca� arel prompted the concept of the Intercessors in 1960 when he 
said ‘The spiritual nourishment of the Teams worries me. I believe that right 
now it needs an extra injection of prayer. This is because, strength, life, ability 
to expand are fed by prayer, as much in the Movement as with individuals. So 
I make this urgent call to the volunteers... I am convinced that the Movement 
needs it and that it will obtain great benefi t from it.’ As we mention elsewhere 
in this newsletter, we have recently been powerfully supported by the prayers 
of others, and so support Father Ca� arel’s words. 
Intercessors are Teams couples who promise to pray for an hour once a 
month for the intentions of the movement, and for Teams couples everywhere. 
Currently there are 3,500 people, including couples, men, women, young people, 
families, priests and religious, who are part of the Intercessors throughout the 
world. 
Intercessors receive quarterly newsletters with topics for meditation and 
prayers, and specifi c prayer requests. Teams couples can submit prayer 
requests, to be passed on to the Intercessors. If you would like to become an 
Intercessor, please contact us for further information.
Antony & Janet Denman
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The Apparitions Of Our Lady 
Of Fatima 

On 5 May 1917 Pope Benedict 
XV published a prayer to 
Our Lady - for Peace in the 

World - as World War 1 was raging 
on. 
Eight days later on 13 May 1917 Our 
Lady appeared for the first time 
at Fatima.  Lucia dos Santos (10), 
Francisco (9) and Jacinta Marto 
(7) were out in the green fields to 
pasture their flocks. In a cloudless 
day, there were flashes of lightning 
and over a small oak tree at the 
Cova da Iria a lady of transcendent 
beauty “more brilliant than the 
Sun” appeared and said, “Do not be 
afraid. I will do you no harm. I am 
from Heaven. I want you to come 
here on the thirteenth day for six 
months at this same time, and then 
I will tell you who I am and what I 
want.” 
On 13 June 1917 the Lady appeared 
to them for the second time over 
the same oak tree. She said, “I have 
been sent by God with a message 
for every man, woman and child 
living in this century.” She told the 
children to come back the next 
month and to pray the rosary. 
During the apparition the Lady 
revealed their future. She stated 
she would take Francisco and 
Jacinta to Heaven soon, but told 
Lucia she was to remain on Earth 
longer to increase devotion to Her 
Immaculate Heart. 
On 13 July 1917 the Lady told them 

to continue praying and that the 
war was going to end. She wanted 
them to continue to come every 
month, and that in October she 
would let them know whom she 
was, what she wanted, and that she 
would perform a miracle so that 
everyone might see and believe.
On 13 August 1917 the children 
were not at Cova da Iria. They had 
been arrested and threatened to be 
boiled in oil unless they admitted 
that the apparitions were a lie. 
They remained steadfast and said 
that dying would only make them 
reach Heaven faster. However, on 
19 August 1917, She appeared to 
them in the town. 
On 13 September 1917 20,000 
people saw what resembled white 
petals falling from the sky and 
then disappearing before reaching 
the ground. Some saw a luminous 
globe moving across the sky. 
On Saturday 13 October 1917 at the 
Cova da Iria, there were between 
50,000 and 70,000 witnesses who 
had come from all parts of Portugal 
and society and had spent hours 
waiting in the rain for the promised 
miracle. The presence of the seers 
was announced perhaps half an 
hour before the moment indicated 
for the apparition. Groups of the 
faithful kneeled in the mud and 
Lucy asked them to shut their 
umbrellas. 
Although there had been steady 
rain all morning, during the 
apparition the rain stopped totally 
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and suddenly the sky around the 
sun, cleared. The multitude turned 
to look at the sky and then they saw 
a unique spectacle. The sun began 
trembling, shaking with sudden 
movements, finally turning over 
upon itself with dizzying quickness, 
spraying out rays of light of all the 
colours of the rainbow. The sun 
made sudden incredible movements 
outside all cosmic laws – the sun 
“danced” according to the typical 
expression of the people. Then, 
suddenly there was a cry of anguish 
breaking from all the people. The 
sun, whirling wildly, seemed to 
loosen itself from the firmament 
and advance threateningly upon 
the Earth as if to crush the people 
with its huge and fiery weight. It 
suddenly seemed to come down in 
a zigzag. Finally, the sun stopped 
and everybody breathed a sigh of 
relief. An astonishing fact was that 
the ground and the peoples’ clothes, 
which had been drenched only 
moments before, were inexplicably 
dry. 
Theories of mass hallucination were 
dismissed when it was found that 
the phenomenon was witnessed - 
by people not expecting to see a 
miracle - as far as twenty kilometres 
from Fatima. 
Francisco died on 5 April 1919. 
Jacinta died on 20 February 1920.
They were beatified on 13 May 
2000. Lucia died in 2005. The 
Catholic Church began its official 
inquiry into the events at Fatima in 
1922.

The apparitions were declared 
worthy of belief in October 1930. 

Gilda & Daniel de Freitas

Editors Note -  This is a much abridged 
version of an article by Gilda de Freitas 
(a Teams member from South Africa) and 
Daniel, her son.  If you would like to read 
the full article, including background 
information, details of the three ‘secrets of 
Fatima’ and what has happened since then, 
please look at the NEW website or contact 
the editors.
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Earlier in the year, while we 
were in Sydney, the daughter 
of a school friend was getting 

married in the Rose Garden at the 
Botanical Gardens, and part of the 
liturgy included the exchange of 
two roses.  Although many of us 
got married some time ago, we can 
all perhaps exchange roses, and 
learn from the following words the 
celebrant spoke to Allan and Jane 
– the bride and groom:
“In the past, the rose was considered 
a symbol of love and a single rose 
always meant only one thing - it 
meant the words “I love you.” Please 
exchange your first gift as husband 
and wife. (At this stage the bride 
and groom exchanged their single 
roses.)
In some ways it seems like you have 
not done anything at all. Just a 
moment ago you were holding one 
small rose - and you are still holding 
one small rose. In some ways, a 
marriage ceremony is like this. In 
some ways, tomorrow is going to 
seem no different than yesterday. 
But in fact today, just now, you 
both have given and received one 
of the most valuable and precious 
gifts of life - one I hope you always 
remember - the gift of true and 
abiding love within the devotion of 
marriage. 
Allan and Jane, in every marriage 
there will be difficult and challenging 
times, and sometimes it is hard just 
to say “sorry”.  It is easiest to hurt 
those who we love most and be 

hurt by those we love. If at some 
stage in your marriage either of you 
find it difficult to say “I am sorry”, 
one of you should simply give a 
rose to the other. That rose will 
say all that matters; it will say the 
words: “I still love you.” The other 
should accept this rose for the 
words which cannot be found, and 
remember the love and hope that 
you both share today. 
Allan and Jane, if there is anything 
you remember of this marriage 
ceremony in the future, it should 
be the love that brought you here 
today, it is only love which can make 
it a glorious union, and it is by love 
that your marriage shall endure.”
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The expression that “the Teams 
movement is not an active 
movement, but a movement 

of active people”, has served us 
well throughout the years.  Most of 
our members do serve the Church 
in some way and live a powerful 
testimony by the example they 
provide in their day-to-day lives.  

But as we look at our world today, 
perhaps the time has come to 
remove the “not” and “but” from 
that statement, which would then 
read, “The Teams movement is an 
active movement - a movement of 
active people”. Christine and I are 
now in our fifties and sometimes 
feel tired and swamped by life, but 
we know we must shake off that 
thinking and change our mindset. 
Let’s take the example of our Pope 
- age brings wisdom. 
There are far too many couples 
and families out there hurting 
and confused, as we know from 
personal experience, but they have 
no strategies to deal with their 
problems and don’t know how to 
fight back.  The Teams movement 
has solid information, yet most of 
these people do not even know 
that we exist.  Perhaps the time 
has come for us to make sure they 
know how to find us.
Our leaders at the international 
gathering in Brazil (in 2012), having 

recognised what we face and what 
is upon us, have called upon every 
team member to reflect that;

· “Daring To Live The Gospel”  
 must not remain simply  the  
 title of this international  
 gathering, but should   
 become a powerful symbol in  
 our hearts and minds to  
 guide us to a total conversion  
 to God.

· Our times require courageous  
 witnesses of faith and true  
 missionaries of the Good  
 News.

· We have to accept the   
 challenge to change the  
 world with joy and   
 enthusiasm. Each of us   
 is required to bring our one  
 drop to the bucket of life  
 - that is how it will be filled.  
 Do not underestimate the  
 power of one -    
 even the smallest kind   
 gesture, or encouraging word  
 carries tremendous force.

· We have been summoned by  
 God to follow not only  
 familiar routes, but also   
 unknown and unexpected  
 routes in today’s world. 

· If we are authentic, we are  
 drawn towards centre stage  
 and become leaders on the  
 journey.

‘sometimes we feel tired 
& swamped by life’
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· Each one of us has been  
 called to understand, to  
 explore and to accept the  
 challenge of what it is to be  
 a Good Samaritan in these  
 difficult times.

Pope Francis, by his words and 
writings, has demonstrated that 
the Teams movement is truly 
being led by the power of the 
Holy Spirit and is going in the right 
direction towards its vision. He has 

appealed to everyone worldwide 
to simply “do good” on a daily 
basis and to demonstrate that all 
men are created equal in the eyes 
of God.  No man is above another 
- he loves us all equally. Jesus died 
for all of us - all of us including the 

You Write
‘A Movement of Active People’

atheist.
The Pope firmly addressed what he 
referred to as, “small-minded rules 
and doctrines” that discourage 
unity among all people and which 
are driving the faithful away. 
“Judgement is mine says the Lord” 
- enter into dialogue with love, 
patience and respect.  Do not insist 
on divisive remarks, but rather focus 
on being merciful and welcoming.  
Allow the grace and love of Jesus 
Christ to flow and work through 
you.

Dwight & Christine Gonsalves

Editors Note -  This is an extract from a piece 
by Dwight and Christine Gonsalves (the new 
Regional Couple for Trinidad and Tobago) 
reflecting back on last year’s International 
Gathering.

‘what it is to be a 
Good Samaritan in 

these difficult times.’
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Treasurers
Donal & Katriona O’Keeffe

Super Regional Couple
Antony & Janet Denman

Super Regional Chaplain
Canon John Udris

Contacts
‘Transatlantic Super Region’
Currently 5 Regions & 5 Sectors
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Region of Central Britain
Paul & Janet Deboo
 
Sectors
South Midlands; West London; 
North Thames; West

Newsletter Couple
Peter & Di Wordsworth

Region of Northern Britain
Mark & Dympna Edwards

Sectors
North East; Teesside & N. Yorkshire; 
North West; North Tyne

Contacts
‘Transatlantic Super Region’
Currently 5 Regions & 5 Sectors
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Region of Trinidad & Tobago
Dwight & Christine Gonsalves

Sectors
North; South

Region of Southern Britain
Teddy & Colette Totman

Sectors   
London South East; London South West; 
Solent; Surrey South & Sussex;
Surrey North; Thames Valley; Wessex

Region of Ireland
Tony & Breda Preston

Sectors
Belfast; Cork; Dublin; Galway; Mullingar

Contacts
‘Transatlantic Super Region’
Currently 5 Regions & 5 Sectors
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Kwazulu Natal Sector
Gilda & Eddie de Freitas

South Africa

Johannesburg Sector
Ana Maria & Serafim Nogueira

Contacts
‘Transatlantic Super Region’
Currently 5 Regions & 5 Sectors
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Malawi - Zomba Sector
Patrick & Esther Chiwaya

Malawi - Mangochi Sector
Vinsencio & Flora Chinumbi

Contacts
‘Transatlantic Super Region’
Currently 5 Regions & 5 Sectors

Pre-Region of Malaza
(Malawi & Zambia)
John & Modesta Tepani

Central Africa

Zambia - Pre Sector
Edward & Fatima Mwale



A Very Special Gathering

The Transatlantic Super Region is holding its Gathering in 2014 in  Dublin,
to coincide with the Irish 50th Celebrations  

THEME: ‘Heart Speaks To Heart’ - Blessed John H. Newman

DATE: 15th – 17th August 
evening of Friday 15th to afternoon of Sunday 17th 

Children’s Programme available

LOCATION: King’s Hospital School, Palmerstown, Dublin 20 

See Website: www.kingshospital.ie

For further details see inside or www.equipes-notre-dame.ie

Celebrating 50 years of Teams in Ireland

Trans Atlantic & IRELAND

Father, we give thanks for the loving care  which you lavish upon 
our families. We offer to you all of these acts of loving service 
which we have made with our blessed hands. Help us to be more 
aware of your presence in the everyday life of our home and to 
reflect your love in the witness we give to the world.  

Amen.

The Super Regional Prayer
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